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An Abstract of 
A Method ~f Solving the Dirichlet Problem in ·R2 
:·-, by. John Beidler 
A function is called harmonic if it has continuous second 
partial derivatives and satisfies Laplace's differential 
equations llxx + llyy= O. 'Ihis paper is concerned with that 
part of the study of harmonic functions known as the Dirichlet 
Problem. '!hat is, if we h~ve a continuous function defined 
on the boundary of a domain., can we extend this function so 
that it is harmonic in the interior of the domain and contin-
. uous on the closure of the domain. 
The first two sections of this paper deal with the clas-
sical study of harmonic functions, that is, the development 
of the maximum principle and the mean value property for ''-
harmonic functions. Also contained in these sections is the 
verification that the Poisson kernel is the solution for the 
Dirichlet problem in the unit disc and the association 
between harmonic fu.nctions and analytic functions. Because 
' of these results, we may conformally map any simply connected 
domain onto the unit disc and hence we find that the Dirichlet 
problem has a solution for any simply connected domain bounded 
by a Jordan curve. 
We now have enough material to develop a method of find-
·ing a solution of the Dirichlet problem for any domain with 
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continuous boundary conditions. We first attempt to find a 
\ ' 
c' function, harmonic in the domain and satisfying the boundary 
conditions. Then we attempt to find a condition which enables 
us to know whether or not this function is continuous on the 
closure of the domain. 
'Ihe first step is done through the method of b~ayage. 
By this method we construct a monotone non-decreasing 
sequence of subhB.rmoni.c functions i·rhich s~ ..tisfy the boundary 
conditions. By this constructi~~t u:1e are certain that this 
sequence converges to a flUlction which is harmonic in the 
domain. For;·"this to be a solution of the Dirichlet problem, 
the fllllction must be continuous in the closure of the domain. 
This condition does not depend on the fW1ction, but on, 
the boundary of the domain •. Here we introduce the idea of a 
barrier. A point on the boundary of the domain is called 
regular if it admits a barrier. · To admit a, barrier there must 
exist a ftU1ction which is superharmonic in the domain, zero 
at the point in question, and greater than zero throughout the 
closure of the domain. Actually, a sufficient condition for 
the existence of the solution of the Dirichlet problem_is that 
I' 
the boundary of the domain consists entirely of regular points. 
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1n Abstract of 
A Method of Sol v:l.ng the Dirichlet Problem in · R~ 
>(? 
/I by John Beidler 
A function is called harmonic if it has continuous second 
partial de?Jriva·tives ·ancl S?atis.fies Laplace Os diffeifential 
· equations ~ v Uyy O Oo This paper is concerned with that 
part of the study of harmonic functions known as the Dirichlet 
Problem. That is, if we have a continuous function defined 
on the boundary of a domain, can we extend this function so 
that it is harmonic in the interior of the domain and contin-
uous on the closure of the domain. 
'!he first two sections of this paper deal with the clas-
sical. stuczy- of harmonic functions, that is, the developtnent 
of the maximum principle and the mean value prope°rty for 
harmonic functions. Also contained in these sections is the 
verification that the Poisson kernel is the solution for the 
Dirichlet problem in the unit disc and the association 
between harmonic functions and· analytic functions. Because 
of these results, i-1e may conformally map any simply connected 
domain onto the unit disc and hence we find that the Dirichlet 
problem has a solution for any simply connected domain bounded 
We nm, have enough material to develop a method of find-
ing a solution. of the Dirichlet problem for any domain with 
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continuous boundary conditions. We first attempt to find a 
· fllllction, harmonic in the domain.and satisfying the boundary 
conditions. Then we attempt to find a condition which enables 
us to laiow whether or not this function is continuous on the 
closure of the domain. 
The first step is done through the method of balayage. 
By this method we construct a monotone non-decreasing 
sequence of subharinonic functions 1rr1ich satisfy the boundary 
conditions. By this construction we are certa:tn that this 
sequence converges to a function which is harmonic in the 
domain. For this to be a solution of the Dirichlet problem, 
the function must be continuous in the closure of the domain. 
This condition does not depend on the function, but on 
the boundary of the: domain. Here we introduce the idea of a 
barrier. A point on the boundary of the domain is called 
regular if it admits a barrier. To admit · a barrier there must 
exist a function which is superharmonic in the domain, zero 
at the point in question, and greater than zero throughout the 
closure of the domain. Actually, sufficient condition for 
the existence of the solution of the Dirichlet problem is that / 
the boW1dary of the domain consists entirely of regular points. 
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(I) 
A function u(x,y) is said to be harmonic in a region if it 
has continuous second penrtial derivatives and satisfies Laplace's 
,- . differential equation, namely, 
u +.u = 0 1 xx yy 
or in polar coordinates 
t 
r2u + ru + u • O, rr r QQ 
where (r,Q) are polar coordinates of (x,y). If a function 
u(x,y) is harmonic, then for any two real numbers a and b, 
u(x+a, y+b) is harmonic in the region into which it is translated. 
Also, for a real number a f o, if u(x,y) is harmonic, then 
u(ax, ay) is harmonic in the region in which it is defined. 
The first major result in potential theory, which the theory 
~' of harmonic functions is sometimes called, is.the Maximal Principle. 
It states that a function harmonic in a region attains its maximum 
value on the boundary of the region. 
Theorem l~l ( The MaximalPrinciple ) 
Let R be a bounded domain with boundary B and let 'tr = RuB. 
If u(x,y) is continuous in~ and harmonic on R, then u(x,y) attains 
i~s maximum value on B. 
!. f j 
Proof: Let m = max { u(x.,y) : (x.,y) on B} and 
M = max { u(x.,y) : (x.,y) in R} . Assume M > m and from this we 
.~ .... 
,: 
... , 
.· will get a contradiction. 
Let D be the maximum distance betweeh two points of i;· that 
is, D "'lub {-J(~cl = :.r2)'2 + (y1 ~-y2)~: (:>ri_,Y1),(Xi,Y2) in R}. 
Consider the folling function, 
w(x,y) • u(x,y) + Yt2~2m [<x - le.1)2 + (y - Yt)~ • 
Where (x1,71) is the point in R where u(x1,y1) • M. For (x,y) in R 
. 
(x - :,)2 + (y .. Y1)2 ~ JY-. 
( ( ) M ~. m 1( ) For x,y) on B, w x,y ~ m + 2 - s: 2 M + m < M. 
Hence w(x,y) does not attain its maximum on the boundary. 
'lberefore there exists (x2 ,y2) in R where w attains its maximum. 
Thus at the point (~,y2) 
O 2 w(x2,Y2) 
~ a x2 
but 
we have 
0 , 
o 2 u(x2,Y2) a 2 u(x2,Y2) 
ax'2. + 8y2 
11 
2(M - m) 
• - n2 > 0 
~ o, 
M-m M-m + +--
n2 n2 
This gives a contradiction. Hence we must have m ~ M. 
Corolla!7 1,,:,1 ( The J1ini.mal Principl® fox> harmonic functions) 
Let R be a bounded simply connected region with boundary 
(4) 
.• j 
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B and lr • R u B. If u(x.,y) is continuous in R and hafflonic in R·, 
then u(x,y) attains its minllf1:um value on B. .. 
ihis follows essentially from the theorem by letting u{x,y) 
in the theorem be equal to -u(x,y) in this corollary. 
Corollary lo2 
:JDC . ..;.. 
) 
·~l . Let R be a simply connected, bounded region with boundary B. 
Let ~ (x,y), u2(x ,-:,) be harmonic on R and continuous on 1r = Ru B. 
- - -If 1,_= u2 on B, then 1i_ = u2 on R • 
Proof: Le't u ::~ - u2 , then u30 on B. By the Theorem 1.1, 
- the ref ore l\ = u2 on R. u::J on R, \ 
Notes Once the Mean Value Theorem • discussed, then we will see 1S 
a stronger form of the maximal principle, namely, if a harmonic 
function takes on a maximum (or minimum) in the interior of a 
region in which it is defined, then it is constant throughout 
the region. 
From the second Corollary to Theorem 1.1 we see that if two 
harmonic functions agree on the boundary of a domain, then they 
are identical throughout the domain. Hence if we are given th~e 
values of a function on the boundary of the domain, :and: if there 
exists a function which is harmonic in the interior of the domain 
and satisfying the boundary conditions, then it is unique. The 
'Dirichlet problem is concerned with finding·a harmonic function 
from the boundary values, if such a function exists. More precisely, 
the Dirichlet problem is stated as follm1s: 
, 
.( ~ 
Given a region R in E with bounda~J B, let g be a function 
( 5·· 
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defined and continuous on B. Then is it possible to find a 
function u such that 
1) • defined and continuous on Ru B, U 1S 
2) u is harmonic on R, and 
3) u::g on B? 
From the 'Iheorem 1.1., we know that a solution is unique. 
Also, all solutions depend continuously on the boundary values. 
That is to say, if ~ and g2 be boundary functions and '1:i and ~ 
be the respective solutions of the Dirichlet problem in the 
l • ~ • _., 
region, and i.f j ~ - g2r< E on the boun~ry for some €> o, 
then l i,_ = u2 \ < € throughout the region. 
A1
0
so, if { un.} is a sequence of function continuous on lf, 
harmonic on RP and { un} converges unifo~y on the boundary B, 
then { l\i} converges unif~rml.y on R. To shOW this simply note 
that B, given E > 0, there is an N such that 11\i. - um\<€ on B 
for m., n > N. 
Hence by Theorem 1.1, . \~ - uml<~ on R • 
. ·,.,,r;. 
··f 
(6) 
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:.:· ... 
.J 
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I.· 
... (II) 
Jp· 
Besides the maximal principle, another useful and im-
portant result of potential theory is the mean value property.· 
"'i} 
A function u(x,y) is said to possess the mean value property 
if u is defined and continuous in a disc D with boundary C and 
centered at <:xa,y0}, if u(x0,y0) = j u ds where ds is the C 
element of arc length along c. 
By the end of this section, we shall see that the mean 
value property is a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
function to be a harmonic function. Before showing that a 
harmonic fi.mction sa.tisfies the mean value property, it will 
be necessary to make use of certain vector notation. Among 
those that will be used extensively are Vu= (ux,lly) and 
V• 'vu • Au = 11xx + Uyy~ 
Let f(t) = (x(t),y(t)) be a curve on the plane and for any 
point (x(t),y(t)), the tangent to the curve has components 
-f'{t) = (x'(t),y•(t)). We would like to find the components of 
a i. vector n( t) which is perpendicular to the tangent and lying in 
the plane, that is n(t)•f 1 (t) = o. One such n(t) is the one 
with components (y 1 (t),-x(t)). The vector with these components 
is called the outward normal and henceforth we shall denote it 
by n(t). Now if u(x,y) is 
now write 11x ! - Uy i • 
defined along a curve 
au 
an • 
( 
f( t), we may 
'1 
i .... -·.;, .... ·/.· ~. ,_.,., ,!~ •-,-wi. ·-· 
r 
I'·. ' 
,; 
:! 
l 
" Given functions f,g which are defined and continuous along 
with there first partial derivatives on a region R with boundary 
B, then b)7 Green's Theorem, 
~) (fx + g~ dx dy .. J (f dy - g dx). 
RuB B 
Letting f c uvx, g a uvy where u and v are defined. and 
continuous along t-Yi th there second p&.rtial deri va ti ves, this 
becomes ~) ( ux vx + uvxx + u v + uv ) dx dy "' Ju( vxdy - vvdx). RvB y y yy B " 
If we 
(1) 
now make use of vector notationJ we have 
) ~ (u.1v +Vu•V..-) dx dy = Ju a~ ds. RvB B n 
Interchanging u and v in this equation and subtracting, 
we will get 
( 2) 
Lemma 2.1 
If vis a harmonic function on a region R with boundary B, 
then i ~ ds • 0. 
B 
Proof, In equation (1), let u • 1 and let v be harmonic. 
Lemma 2.2 
If u and v are harmonic in a region R with boundary B, 
r ( av au ) then JB uan - Van d.s .. o. 
.. Proof: In equation (2), let u and v be harmonic. 
I 
Lemma 2 .3 • 
Let f be continuous in ,a disc DE of radius 
€
 with boundary CE 
(8) 
'i 
.•... ,,.-, .... • 
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t: 
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\. 
and center q, then lim 2
1 j f(x,y) ds • f(q). 
· €-+ O rrf c 
PN:,of: J} f ds - 2 -rr, f(q)\ "' l ~ (f = f(q)) ds 1. 
c, _ cf 
Let M"' max lr(p) - f(q)j, notice that M~o as E-tO. Then 
p E. CE . j ~ (f - f(p)) ds J ~ f M ds = 21u M-,. O as ~~ o, and 
C _ Cf 
t~erefore lim 2
1 f f(x,y) ds • -f(q). 
c=-=, 0 rrc CE" 
For any point q in R where Risa region with boundary B, 
let r(p) denote the distance from any point p to the f~ed point 
q. (r • r(p) = lP - q() Let v a log r. vis not defined at the 
point ·q, so consider a disc DE of radius c and centered at q. Let 
Rf • R - D£• In R , v has continuous second partial derivatives. 
It can be v~rified by a simple computation that vis harmonic in R,. 
Lemma 2.4 
If f(x,y) is defined and continuous along with its second 
partial derivatives in a disc DE of radius E and boundary Cc, 
then l}B log € iCa~ ds = o. 
Proof: j 1og C: ! ~ di$ J "' l log e ~SAf(x,y) dx dyj ~ 
C~ Df 
l 1og E J IS f /1 f(x,y)dx dy l ~ ~ log cJ,r t; 2 max I~ f(p)j • 
De: p€ D 
Since is arbitrary, let E ~ 0. lhen c: 2 l 1 og E 1 ~ 0, and there! ore 
lim log 6 f ~ ds = 0. 
E-tO C['ii!J 
Theorem 2 .1· ( The 11ean Val u@ Tr1@o)rem) 
- .. 
Let u(x~y) be a harmonic function 1n a---disc D of radius r 
and boundary C and center at q, then u{q) • l \ u ds. 
2-rr r JC 
Proofs Let P be the distance from any point p to the fixed point 
( 9) 
·,. 
i J 
r.! 
i~ 
~"- . 
,~ . 
. '. 
q. v = log P is harmonic in D - DE where De is a disc of radius 
£ with center at q. If we let v = log Pin equation (2), we hAve 
~l(uOlog P = log Pt0,u) dx dy = 
D- E f (uSlog P = log P~ )ds - ( ualogE ds + f logf~ ds 
. Jc On an Jc, 8 n le, an 
But the left side of this equation is O because both log P and 
u(x,y) are harmonic in "D .,. Dt bYJnremma::-2.2. 
S. a log E _ 1 th j a log~ ds ince ~ n . - ==, en u ===n = 
1 fJ E c an 
! I u ds .,, 21"u(q) as E-t O by 1:mm.a 2.3. 
£ c€ 
Also., J logf ~-~ ds 
C (9J n 
= log E J ~~ ds -.o as -e:+O by lemma 2.4. 
. cin 
f 
P = r, thus we 
2iru(q) = J (u ~~0 [..P. .. log P~ )ds, but on c, 
C fi1/n an 
have 2f'u(q) = j ~ ds - J log r ~ ds = , 
Hence we have 
C r C an 
By lemma 2.1 we have, J ~~ ds • o, 
can 
1 f J au r J u ds - log r an ds. 
C C 
hence u(q) = 2~ Ju ds. C 
Before establishing the converse to the mean value theorem, 
let us establish that the Poisson integral is 
the Dirichlet problem in the unit disc. 
the solution to 
'lheorem 2.2 
Let D ={(x,y):i/x2 + 0y2 < 1}, C •{(x,y):Vx2 + y2 = 1', 
and TI = Cu D. Let f(x,y) be defined and continuous on C. For 
(x,y) inc, let f(x,y) = f(Q), where x = cos Q, y ~ sin Q, then 
u(x,y) = .l.. 2 1' • .f( @)_ -(l - ~~ ::..,.,Y:J dQ 
2 ff · O l - 2x cos Q = 2y sine~ x2 + y2 
where x2 + y2 < 1, is the unique solution of the· Dirichlet 
( 1(:)) 
\' 
1· 
• i 
·-•-1',,,". -~··. ; 
.... f 
,•. 
.; 
. ·' 
. P._j,, 
c\ . 
problem in the unit disc. 
Proof& Since the Poisson integral may be differentiated freely 
with respect tQ x and y, it follows :from straight forward 
computation that u(x,y) is harmonic in D. Hence we are done if 
we shc:M that u(x,y) is continuous as we approach a point inc. 
To do this, first consider the Poisson integral in polar 
form by letting x • r cos!, y = r sin f 1 where O ~ r ~ 1, then 
I ~2 11' f(Q' (1 r2) we have u(x,y) = 2-;;. 1- 2 (¢ ~) .,. 2 dg. ,, 0 = r cos . - - . r 
Due to symmetry, i+, is sufficient to prove +i;n u(re11') • f(O). 
re1 9'+1 
~: For all </ and r < 1, 
· l 1 - r 2 dQ • 1. ~ 0 l ~ 2r cos(p - Q) + r2 
This can be verified by car·rying out t:he integration and letting 
t =, - Q1 then dt = -dQo Then we also have 
f(d) = I 2 ff f(O) Jl - r2) 
Zff o l .... 2r cos(~= Q) + r 2 
Subtracting this from the Poisson equa.ti_on i-1e get 
I u( rei'3) - f(o)i ee L {. 2'11' (f(e) - f(O)) (1 = r2) 
· 2<ii J O l = 2r cos(i/ = Q) + r2 dQ. 
Due to the continuity of f(Q) on c, given '3)0 there is a 
, > 0 such that Ir(~) - f(O) I<* for Q satisfying -1 ( Q < d • 
But since the Poisson kernel 1 - r 2 is non-
1 - 2r cos(,j, - Q) + r2 
negative for r< 1, we have 
f u(rei~) - f(O) I ~ · 
1 - r 2 21i- 6 1 - r2 1 dQ 
dQ + 2M c5 . l-2roos!'I-Q)+~ m 2r cos(;~ g) + r2 
where M = max Jr(Q)j for all @ satisfying O ~ Q ~ 2 • 
(11) 
"'' 
'i 
... 
~ll .· . 
.. 
if 
r 
,, 
If· . 
"'t_ .. 
' 
' ' 
•• 
Since l - r2 
----------------~2~ dQ~ 
.. ~ 1 - 2r cos(! ~ Q) + r 
Tr 1 - r2 
. ~.-.1 
•go 
we are done if we can show that 
211-~ 
' ~ ' . 
1 . 2 
-r dQ~o 
1 ~ 2r cos(!~ Q) + r2 d 
. ( . 
for a fixed~ as reif-.1. For ~ ~E ! ~ ~ i and ds. Q ~ 2-r- 6, 
we have 1 - 2r cos(; - Q} + r2 ~ 1 - 2r cos(}~) ~ r2 ~ 
/\ 
(1 - r cos(~~)) 2• Hence for +d ~ '-~ 21r=cfand ~ d~ ,' ~ !&., 
1 ~ r 2 1 - r 2 
----""""""====-----<---~--1 - 2r cos(¢~ Q) + r2 (1 - cos(!~))2 
Therefore 21fc:;) o 
1 1 - r2 
2 .,,. l 2' ( d ("\) + 2 dQ < 
' cS - r COS ,, - " r 
l - r 2 · • t 
2 (l-cos(f~))2 (211'- 2 o) < 1 - r
2 
(1 - cos( t~) )2 
letting r-+ 1,. 1 - r 2 
Now since we have the solution in the unit disc, remembering that 
if u(x,y) is harmonic, then u is harmonic under translation or 
unif·orrn stretching. Hence we now have the solution for the 
Dirichlet problem in any disc • 
We can now prove the converse' of the mean value theorem. 
A function f(x,y) defined on a region R along with its boundary, 
is said to possess the mei"l value property if for every circular , 
region R_i with boundary Bi_ and centered at (x1, Y1)" and radius r
1 
such that R1 v Bi c Tr., then f(x1,11) • 1 J. f(x,y) ds. 
r 211~ _; B1 
• 
(12) 
·4_ 
( 
' 
X 
.. 
.... , . ..,_ 
An immediate consequence of this definition is the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.5 
Let u(x,y) be a function which satisfies the mean value 
property, and is defined and continuous on Ru B • it where R is 
a-·· bounded region with boundary B, then u(x,y) attains its 
maximum and minimum values on the boundary. 
Proot: Let R* = { (Xe,, y0) : {Xe), y0) in Ir, _:i(Xo, y0) • max u(x,y)on ir}. 
We know that the point set upon which a function attains its 
*= *·b dd Lt maxjmum value is closed. And since R ~ R5) R 1s OWl e • e 
d = min ( p - q I ivhere p is in R*, q is on Be Then d is the 
distance between two closed bol.Ulded sets. If d • o, there. is 
nothing to prove. If d Io, then u(x,y) attains its maximum at 
some point (X:i.,Y1) of Rand dis the distance from (x1 ,y1 ) to B. 
Let di_ • id. Consider ~ with radius di and boundary Bi_ and 
centered at (X:l.,Yl). We have 
ti(x1,y1 ) = 2;cii )~(x,y) ds. 
But~ 
J..#_ 
contains points of R not in R~, hence 
J f(x,y) ds < 2 'If f (x1 ,y1). ~ 
Therefore it must be that d • o. Hence the maximum is assUl18d 
on B. ,o· 
,.-.. 1he proof that the minimum is assumed on B follows directly 
from the same type argument. 
I (13) 
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Note that what we have proved is not the strongest possible 
result. We can actually show that if the ma.ximmn or tha-minimwn 
of u(x,y) is attained in the interior of R, then the function is 
const~nt throughout R~- But this weak condition is all that is 
necessary to prove the converse of the mean value theorem. 
Lemma 2.6 
Let u(x,y), v(x,y) be defined and continuous on R • Ru B 
and let both have the mean value property on R. If u(x,y) • v(x,y) 
on B, then u(x,y) = v(x,y) on ff. 
Proof: If u(x,y) and v(x,y) have the mean value property on R, 
then so does w:{x,y) 1: u(x,y) - v(x,y). But w(x,y) • 0 on B. 
By lemma 2.5, w = 0 on R, therefore u(x,y) on ff. 
'lheorem 2o2 
Let R be a bounded region. If a function satisfies the 
mean value property on R then it is a harmonic function on R. 
Proof: Let u(x,y) ___ -be a function satisfying the mean value 
property. Let (x1 ,y1 ) be in R and let ~ be a circular region 
centered at (x1,Yi) td th boundary B:i_ and radius r1 • By use of 
the Poisson integral, we can find a function v, which is ''" 
harmonic on R1 and u = v on B:i_. Since v is harmonic,·· it A; 
possesses the mean value property. Hencs\rby lemma 2.6 u • v 
on Ri_· ,But since our point was arbitrary it follows that 
} 
u(x,y) is l:1a:rmonic throughout R. 
The use of analytic function theory in the study of the 
\1 
I 
.. , (14) 
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Dirichlet problem ·is very extensive. The reason for this wiJ 1 
becoma ®.pparent once we see the form of the general sol,1tion 
of the Dirichlet problem. For example, consider the homogeneous 
wave equation u - u = o. Solutions of this are of the form 
xx yy 
u(x,y) • f(x + y) - g(x - y). 
It was not mere coincidence th~t I choose this example. 
By replacing yin the homogeneous wave equation by iy we get 
llx:x + U.,-, = o, and hence we kn0t1 that a general solution of 
this 1:1ill be of the form u(x,y) • f(x + iy) - g(x - iy) B.I}d 
ir1 particu.lar 1' 
u(x,y) = !(f(x + iy) + f(x - iy)) = Re(f(x + iy)} and 
v(x,y) = !i(f(x + iy) - f(x - iy)) = Im(f(x + iy)) 
are amond the solutions® 'llius we have all analytic functions 
as well as their real and imaginary parts are solutions of the 
Laplace's equation in two dimensions. 
For any real valued harmonic function u we can find a 
function v through the use of the~Cauchy- Riemann equations so 
that f = lJ_ + iv is an analytic function. The Cauchy-Riemann 
• 9u OV cJu cjV 
equations tell us that §'i "'{Jy and iy- = - §"i • Then through 
I 
r 
a line integration we find that ~ z au u 
v -= (-~ + ~y) +constant. 
z c)Y Bx 
0 
It is not clear at this time that vis not necessarily a 
' 
single valued function. It is single valued by the Monodromy 
Theorem if the domain where it is defined is simply connected. 
/ 
(15) 
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I We know from analytic function theory that if a function 
is analytic in a domain D and D is conformally· mapped onto 
another domain, say n*, the resulting function is analytic in 
* D • Now through the use of the Riemann ~1s.pping Tl1eorem., any 
simply connected region can be mapped conformally ontp the unit· 
disc. Caratheodory's Extension to the Mapping Theorem tells us 
this mapping can be extended in a one to one continuous manner 
.. 
to the boundary if the domain is bounded by a Jordan curve. We 
now have a method of solving the Dirichlet problem on any 
simply connected domain bounded by a Jordan curve because we 
already have the solution on the unit disc through the Poisson 
integral • 
··-~·.'·•:;... 
. •·: i 
(16) 
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A domain having the property that the Dirichlet problem 
can be solved for everv continuous function f defined on the 
., 
boundary is termed a Dirichlet domain. Every domain is not 
a Dirichlet Domain. ·ro show this, consider the domain 
G = { (x,y) t O < x2 + y 2 < 1 J and define f on the boundary- as 
follows: f • 0 on x2 + / • 1, f(O,O) = 1. 
To do this, consider the Dirichlet problem for the annulus 
t 
bounded by concentric circles of radii Ri_ and R2 i1here R:i_< R2 
and the function f defined on the boundary as fallows: 
f= 1 on R2, f = 0 on R1. 
By the method of seperation of variables, we see that the 
solution is of the form f(x,y) 
1 a=...------~ 
log~ - log~ 
• a log'"\/x2 ; -,2+ b, where 
1 
and b = ! . . 
og R2 - log 11_ 
If we let Ri = 0 and R2 = 1, we then have the original 
problem, but in doing so» ~e see that it is impossible to 
obtain a solution satisfying the boundary conditions. 
Hence it is from this that we get the reason for this 
paper, namely, find a necessary- and sufficient condition for 
a domain to be Dirichlet Domain. To do this., we must first 
establish Haniack's 'lbeorem • 
(11,) 
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Theorem 3.·1: (Harnack's 'Iheorem) 
-~, If the functions { wn J are harmonic in a bounded domain 
G, continuous in U, and uni . .formly convergent on the boundary 
of o, then the sequence '[ wn} is unt!(~oily convergent through-
out G, and the limit function w is harmonic in G. 
Proof: Given E > 0 and due to the uniform convergence, there 
.exixts N (E) such that /wn(q) - wrn(q)/< E= for m,n)N(E) 
for all q on the boundary of G. By the maximal principle, 
this holds for aJJ q in G. We would like to show next that 
the limit function w is harmonic in G. For any point q in G, 
there exist a disc D containing q such that D c G. Note that, 
for each wn, we can evaluate wn{q). by the Poisson integral 
for D. Since f Wn J is uni.f ormly convergent and the Poisson 
kernel is bounded on the bounda,r:r of D, the passage to tpe· 
' 
limit may be carried out under the integral sign. Hence the 
limit function~ is r~presented as a Poisson integral and is 
therefore harmonic in D. Since the point q and the disc D 
were arbitrary, w is harmonic in G. 
Theorem 3o2: (Harnack's Inequality) 
Let u be harmonic and non-negative in a disc D of radius R 
with center q. For any point p of D, 
~ ; ~ u(q) ~ u(p) ~ ~ : ~ u(q) where r • Ip - qi. 
]>roof: u is continuous in D, so that u(p) ca.n be expressed by 
,, 
the Poisson integral over the circumference of D. Let K(p) 
(18) 
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· stand for the Poisson kernel in the disc D. For p in D, K(p) is 
bounded., in fact, (R2 = r2) ) ~ (R2c, r2) Th.is can be - 2 ~ K( p )2 • 2 (R 2 (R ·} r) - = r 
done by differentiating and solving for the rnatj.mum and minimum . 
values in the usual manner. Then since ·u is non-negative, let 
u(Q) represent u on the boundary where Q is the angle between the 
positive x=axis and the point with which vJe are concerned. Then 
R 2= r2 R2 r2 we have 
2 u(Q) ~ K(p)u(Q) ~ = . .. u(Q) 2 (R <} r) 2 (R + r)2 
and integrating these inequalities and taking into accotmt5-the 
mean value theorem and the Poisson integral, we get 
R-r R+r R + r u(q) ~ u(p) ' R - r u(q) 
Theorem 3-.3 (Harnack:q s Trteorem on Monotone Convergence) 
If the functions { wn} are harmonic throughout a domain 
G, and if at each point p of G the sequence { wn(P)} is 
monotone non~decreasingj then the sequence either diverges 
(to + oo ) at all points of G or converges at all points of G. 
In the latter case, the convergence is Wliform in every compact 
subset of G, so that the limi.-t function is harmonic in G. 
Prooft Suppose the· sequence converges at some point q of G. 
Let R be the distance from q to the boundary of G. liet p be 
any point such that \ p - q \ "' r < R. Given E > O and since 
{ wn ( q) } is monotone non-decreasing we may choose an N so 
. 
large that for n > m > N., we have 
0 ~ wn(q) - wm(q) .S R - r 
· R + r 
(19) 
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Due to theorem J.2, we have for wn(P) 
inequality, 0 ~ wn(p) - wm(p) < R + r 
R - r 
- •m(p) the following 
(wn(q) - wm{q)) < t. 
Hence wn is convergent. at p. Since p was arbitrary in the 
largest disc with center at q lying entirely in G, wn converges 
unifo,rm:~ly in a.r1y snialler disc i--1ith center at <it:• Noi1 suppose 
there is a q 1 on G such that wn(J) diverges. Let R denote the 
distance from q' to the boundary· of G. For any point pl such 
that l p1 - q1 I < !R,, { wn (p)} diverges, for if not, from 
the argument above, if f wn ( p) J converges, then { wn ( q)} 
'>·~. 
converges. 'lhus we have shm1n that the subsets of G in which 
( wn J cqnverges and di verges, respectively, are both open. 
Hence we must conclude either ope or the other is empty. 
Finally, the assertion concerning W'liform convergence follows 
the Heine-Borel Theorem. 
'lbe usual method for showing the existence of a solution 
of the Dirichlet problem is through the use of subharmonic 
functions. A function u is said to be subharmonic in a domain 
if it is continuous in the domain and upper semi-continuous on 
the boundary and for an:y point p in the domain there is a positive 
constant r(p) such that for any disc of radius r ~ r{p) which 
is contained in the domain and has 
inequality holds, u{p) ~ 1 
~ 1T 
. 2 
its center at p, 
21r ·e 
u (p-0> re 1 ) 
0 
• 
the following 
d g 
'lhe following Lemma's are immediate consequences of the 
defj..ni tion. 
(20) 
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Lemma 3.1 If ui, u2, ••• , '1n are subharmonic functions 
in D, and c1 , c2, ••• ,. en are non negative constants, then the 
f~ctions c1 i,_ + c2u2 + ••• + en '1n and u III max ( ui, •.. , 1\i) 
are subharmonic. 
Lemma 3 .2 If u is subharmonic in a domain D and assumes a local 
maximum at a point p of D, then u is constant in some neighbor-
hood of p. 
Proof: Let u(p) be a local maximum, then there exist a d ) 0 
such that u(q) ~ u(p) for all IP - qj<d • Let r ~ min (&,r(p)~) 
and let q = p + reiQ for some Q in O ~ Q < 21ro Then 
l 2fr l u(p) ~ u(p + reiQ) or. u(p) = - u(p)dQ ~ <== 
· 21'" o 2'ili 
21r iQ 
u(p + re )dQ. 
0 2'«' But u is subharmonic, therefore u(p) ~ l. u(p + reiQ)dQ. 
21r 0 
1 r2~ .Q Hence u(p) • .:2' J 
O 
u(p + re1 ) , but this can be so only if . . ../~ ...... v·· ·:",...-,. 
u(p) = u(p + reiQ) for all Q and admisaable r. 
Lemma 3©3 If u is subharmonic in a ·bounded domain D and cont-
-
. inuous in D, then u attains its maximum on the boundary. If u also 
attains a local maximum at a point of D, then u is constant 
throughout D. 
Proof: To prove the assertion, assume that u does not attain its 
maximum on the boundary and parallel the proof of the maximal 
principle. To prove the second assertion, we shall use a 
topological argument. Let A c D be the set of points upon which 
u attains its rnaximuun0 By lemma 3.2, A is open. Assume 
D - A f f. Then D - A is also open. (Remember, D - A t's the set 
(21) 
1 
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. of poin~s where us is strictly less than its maximum., hence 
I ' 
D - A i-a open bJr continuity). But D is connected, hence 
A• for D - A - ?. 
We now have a firm basis upon which we can extend the 
study of subharmonic functions to harmonic functions. To do 
this, we will use the following theorem. 
Theorem 3o4 
Let u be subharmonic in a domain D, and let De be any disc 
such that n,c D. Define a fl.lllction v in D as follows: vis con-
tinuous in D, v • u on D - n,, v harmonic in D€ (Note that v can 
be ·determined in l{by Poisson integral). Then vis subharmonic in D. 
Proof: Clearly, on D - DE and in the interior of D£, vis sub-
harmonic. It ·remains only to show that ·vis subharmonic on the 
boundary of D. 
Consider u - v • u + (-v), since vis harmonic, so is -v, ~d 
hence -v is subharmonic. Since u - v = 0 on D - ,n, and u - v ~ 0 e 
on DE because for any ct in D'= , u(ct) ~ ~ u ds "' ~ v ds "' v(ct) 
[)<£ CG? 
hence for any point p on the boundary of._D and any r sufficient-
1 ~ 21T • ' l 21T ly small, v(p) = u(p) ~ - · u(p + re1Q} cK) ~ 211 v(p + reiQ)dQ. 
' 2Tr O 0 
Corollary 
Let u be subharmonic in a doma.in D, and let E be simply 
connected domain such that E c. D and E is bounded by a finite numb-
., er of Jordan curves. Define a function v in Das follows: vis 
cqntinuous in D, v • u on D - E, v harmonic in E. Then vis 
subharmonic in D. 
(22) 
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Proof: · 1ll.is follows directly from theorem J.4 by finding v on 
E by mapping E conformally onto a disc b:r use of the Riemann 
Mapping Theorem, then solving for v in the disc and mapping back 
onto E. 
Now let D be a bounded domain and f a continuous function 
defined on the boundary of D. Consider the family f of all 
subharmonic functions satisfying the boundary condition. TI1.is is 
not void because u0 (q) = min (f(p): for q in D) and u0 = f on p~ D-D 
the boundary is one such function. If u is inf, then so is u..i_, 
any function obtained from u by a modification done in the sense 
of theorem J.4 or its corollary. Also, if ~ and u2 are in this 
family, then so is max (ui_,u2). Now let v(z) = sup (u(z):utf). 
vis subharmonic, but even more so, we can show vis harmonic. 
First, let us look at the domain D. D may be considered 
as the countable union of simply connected domains, say 
D ,. ngl f ~:Dn is simply connected} • This can be so that if q 
is on the boundary· of some Dk and in the interior of D, then there 
is a Dj such that q is in Dj• One wav in which this can be done Ci 
is to consider all points q in D with rational coordinates and 
construct a disc with center at q and radius equal to the distance 
from q to the botmdary of D. Give these domains a new enumeration 
as follows: 
and so on. 
and so on. 
D' = D D' = D D' = D D' = D D' = D D1 = D l 1' 2 2' 3 1' 4 2' 5 31 6 1 
That is enume,rate the -first two, then the first three, 
(23) 
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We·· would knaw like to show that· v is harmonic. Since v is 
inf, then so is any modification of v done in the sense of 
theorem 3. 4. Modify v1 as follows; let v1 = v in D - Df and v 
harmonic in Di. Then v1 is inf. Then define v2 as foll ow: 
.let v2 = v1 in D - n2 and v harmonic in n2• In general, define 
vk • vk-l in D - Dk and vk harmonic in Dk. By this construction, 11 
v < v for all k. By lemma J.3, each vk is boun_dede and there-k ._ k+ 1 I JI 
fore the sequence converges. But each ".k is in f, hen::e vk .!: v. 
But by our construction, v ~ vk. Hence v = vk for all k. 
We must now show that u is harmonic at each noint pin D. 
We first choose a Dk such that pis in Dk, then consider the 
subsequence of [ vn J consisting of those functions which are 
obtained by a harmonization with respect to ~ (for example, if --
p was in J\, we would choose v1 , v3, v6, •.• ). Since the functions 
constitute a monotone non-decreasing sequence of harmonic 
fW1ctions in Dk, and since this subsequence is bounded above, 
we may apply Harnack's Theorem on Monotone Convergence. Hence 
vis harmonic in~· But since q was arbitrary, vis harmonic 
in D. 1his, construction of { vnl is called the rnethod of balayage 
' and is due to Poincare. 
We know nm; that v is harmonic in D. If we could find out 
whether or· not it is continuous in D, then we would know if v is 
the solution for the Dirichlet problem on D with boundary condi-
tion f. - That is, what is needed for a sufficient condition 
(24) 
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-so that for p in D and q on the boundary of D, we will have 
lim v(p) = f(q). 
p .. q 
To answer this question we introduce the concept of a 
··•·. 
barrier. First we shall define a function u as being super-
harmonic .in a domain D if -u is subharmonic in D. Then lemmas 
3.1., J.2, a.ad 3.3 hold with the obvious modification. Given a 
domain D and a point q on the boundary, Dis said to possess a 
barrier at q if for every r) o, there is a disc Dr with center 
at q and a function Sr defined, positive, and superharmonic on 
D ,-.{qj, .~.:anat:iatt~£ying: 
1) 
2) 
lim Sr= 0 
p~q 
Sr(p) = 1 
for pin D., and 
This function Sr is termed an r-normalized barrier function 
l 
for D at q. A boundary point that admits a barrier is called 
a regular point. 
Theorem 3.5 
Given a bounded domain D with boundary condition f~and a 
harmonic frmction VI defined in D by the met~1od of oo.layage, if 
q is a regular boundary point, then lim v.(p) = f(q). 
p~q 
Proof: Let r > 0 be given and D a disc of radius ,r centered at 
r 
q, where Sr is the r-normalized barrier at qo Then define 
a(r) .. min {r(p} :p in (D - D_) " nr} and 
b(r) = max f f(p)sp in (!5 - D) n Dr}. 
('25) 
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Notice that min { f(p).: p in 'fi - D} • m ~ a(r), therefore 
m .. a(r) ~ 0 ancl a.(r) + (m - a(r)) Sr is subharmonic in D. 
If M .. max { f(p) : p in Y> - nJ , then for any subharmonic 
function w satisfying the boundary condition f, we have 
w ~ b(r) = (~I - b(r)) Sr• 
Since v. is subharmonic, 
y·~ b(r) + (M- b(r)) Sr' 
but since vis harmonic, 
a(r) + (m - a(r)) Sr~ v:. 
Hence for any pin D, we have 
p 
a{r) + (m - a(r)) Sr(P) ! ¥(p) ~ b(r) + (M - b(r)) Sr(p). 
From this we conclude by letting p approach q that 
a(r) ~ lim inf V,_(p) ~ lim sup v(p) ~ b(r), 
then letting r .. o we have lim a(r) = lim b(r) = f(q). 
r .. o r-,,0 
lherefore ~ is continuous at q if cq is a regular boundary point. 
, 
An immediate corollary to this theorem is the following: 
Corollary: 
Given a boP.ded domain D and boundary condition f, if . ... 
D possesses a barrier at each boundary point., then the 
Dirichlet problem with this condition has a solution. 
A suff.icient condition for the existence of a barrier may 
be established by the following theorem which will be stated 
here without proof. 
(26) 
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Theorem 3.6 
If there exists a continuum C containing the boundary point· 
q in question such that C is in the complement of the domain, 
then the domain possesses a baITier at~. (A continuum is a closed 
connected set containing more than one point.) 
It is this condition which made it impossible to solve the 
Dirichlet problem in the unit disc with-the origin deleted 
because there is no continuum contained in the complement of 
~ 
the disc which also contains the origin. 
If the boundary of the domain does not possess a barrier 
at each point, then the Dirichlet problem does not necessarily 
have a solution in this domain. As in the case of the deleted 
' disc I the best ive can do is to attempt to solve the Dirichlet 
problem by ass~ng that the boundary points which are not 
regular are in the interior of the domain. If the original 
f 
value of the function at each of these points agree with the 
value obtained by the attempted solution, then the solution 
of the Dirichlett problem exists • 
•: .. -1.: 
• 
t';/.;~ ... ''. ..,--\. 
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